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■ The NIH and the Foundation for the NIH (FNIH) are bringing 
together more than a dozen leading biopharmaceutical companies, 
the U.S. Government partners, and the European Medicines 
Agency to develop an international strategy for a coordinated 
research response to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

■ The planned Accelerating COVID-19 Therapeutic Interventions and 
Vaccines (ACTIV) partnership will develop a collaborative 
framework for prioritizing vaccine and drug candidates, 
streamlining clinical trials, coordinating regulatory processes 
and/or leveraging assets among all partners to rapidly respond to 
the COVID-19 and future pandemics. 

NIH’s COVID-19 Response
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NIAID’s Strategic Plan
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1. Improve fundamental knowledge of SARS-
CoV-2 virus and COVID-19 disease, including 
studies to characterize the virus and how it is 
transmitted and understand the natural 
history, epidemiology, host immunity, 
disease immunopathogenesis, and the 
genetic, immunologic, and clinical 
associations with more severe disease 
outcomes. This includes accelerating the 
development of small and large animal 
models that replicate human disease.

https://www.niaid.nih.gov/sites/default/files/NIAID-COVID-19-Strategic-Plan-2020.pdf

https://www.niaid.nih.gov/sites/default/files/NIAID-COVID-19-Strategic-Plan-2020.pdf
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2. Support the development of 
diagnostics and assays, including point-
of-care molecular and antigen-based 
diagnostics for identifying and isolating 
COVID-19 cases and serologic assays to 
better understand disease prevalence 
in the population. Diagnostics also will 
be essential for evaluating the 
effectiveness of candidate 
countermeasures.

https://www.niaid.nih.gov/sites/default/files/NIAID-COVID-19-Strategic-Plan-2020.pdf

https://www.niaid.nih.gov/sites/default/files/NIAID-COVID-19-Strategic-Plan-2020.pdf
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3. Characterize and test therapeutics,
including identifying and evaluating 
repurposed drugs and novel broad-
spectrum antivirals, virus-targeted 
antibody-based therapies (including 
plasma-derived intravenous 
immunoglobulin (IVIG) and monoclonal 
antibodies), and host-directed 
strategies to combat COVID-19.

4. Develop safe and effective vaccines 
against SARS-CoV-2, including support 
of clinical trial testing. 

https://www.niaid.nih.gov/sites/default/files/NIAID-COVID-19-Strategic-Plan-2020.pdf

https://www.niaid.nih.gov/sites/default/files/NIAID-COVID-19-Strategic-Plan-2020.pdf


■ A Phase 1 clinical trial of investigational vaccine candidate mRNA-
1273 is being conducted in Seattle and Atlanta under the auspices 
of NIAID’s Infectious Diseases Clinical Research Consortium. This 
trial was launched in March 2020.

■ The Adaptive COVID-19 Treatment Trial (ACTT) is a randomized, 
controlled clinical trial to evaluate the safety and efficacy of the 
investigational antiviral drug remdesivir in adults hospitalized with 
COVID-19. This trial will was launched in February 2020.

■ Through NIAID’s existing extramural clinical research networks, 
additional treatment (e.g., mAb), animal model, and natural history         
studies are being conducted.

NIAID’s COVID-19 Response
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■ “Urgent” and “Emergency” competitive revisions (supplements)
• (NOT-AI-20-034) seeks supplement proposals for research on 

COVID-19 from researchers who have an active NIAID grant. 
Projects do not need to be within the scope of the parent grant and 
the parent grant can be in a no-cost extension (NCE) at the time of 
the request.

• NOT-DE-20-020 is a multi-Institute call for supplements to support 
COVID-19 research. Projects do not need to be within the scope of 
the parent grant, but the parent grant cannot be in a NCE at the 
time of the request.

• Other COVID-related supplement opportunities are described in 
NOT-OD-20-097 (multi-Institute) and NOT-AA-20-011.

COVID-19 Funding Opportunities
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https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AI-20-034.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-DE-20-020.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-097.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AA-20-011.html


■ NIAID previously issued a general call for COVID-related research 

proposals (NOT-AI-20-031) using the R01, R21, R03 and SBIR grant 

mechanisms. Regular submission deadlines apply.

■ A FOA for COVID-related research proposals using the R01 and 

R21 grant mechanisms as well as a continuous submission and 

review process will be announced soon (PAR-AI-20-177 and -178).

■ Some RFA and RFP submission deadlines will be moved forward 

to accommodate investigators that have incurred COVID-related 

delays in their research programs.

COVID-19 Funding Opportunities
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https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-AI-20-031.html


■ NIH maintains guidance for investigators impacted by recent closures and 
cancellations at Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19): Information for NIH 
Applicants and Recipients of NIH Funding. 

■ All grant applications submitted late for due dates between March 9, 2020, 
and May 1, 2020, will be accepted through May 1, 2020. You do not need to 
provide a cover letter with justification. See the March 26, 2020 NIH 
Guide notice for complete details.

■ Until further notice, NIH will conduct all peer review and advisory council 
meetings remotely, relying on virtual meeting tools.

■ Flexibilities are available to K-, F-, and T-grant trainees and Early Stage 
Investigators (ESIs) impacted by COVID-19. Trainees and ESIs should 
contact their Program Officer for more information.

COVID-Related Policy Changes
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https://grants.nih.gov/policy/natural-disasters/corona-virus.htm
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-091.html


Questions?
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